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Advance In Subscription Price
Effective December 1 the subscription price of The Leader for
one year will be $2.50 in the county, the management announced
this week. Yearly rates in the stets will be $3.00, out-of-state,
$3.50 and foreign countries, $4. All re-newels to The Leader will
be taken at the old price until December 1. No advance will become effective on subscriptions now in force until renewal time
arrives. Please turn to opposite society page for further details.
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Temperature Becomes
Spring-Like After A
Record Cold Spell In
Princeton, County

A---The Leader To Print
Letters To Santa

Users of long handles found
this week a little too warm to
As annually at this seatheir liking in Princeton and.
Caldwell county after donning
son, The Leader will pubHerschel Phelps Leads
lish letters to Santa Claus
heavy garments to brave the unnear zero weather of
seasonable
from
and
CaldPrinceton
Group With 286 Pounds
well county's little girls and
last week.
Of Beef To The Acre
boys. The letters should be
A spring-like weekend followbrief and signed with the
Winners of the pasture utilizaed by two days of rain and clouds
aces.
child's name, with address
tion-beef production contest who
ended in raging wind and a near
community committee elsegiven. The earlier the letwill be taken to the International
cloudburst about 6:30 p. m. TuesLivestock Exposition at Chicago, ters are received, the more
will be held on Friday, Deday after a freak tornado roared
assurance the children will
November 26, as guests of the
7, one week from the date
into Kentucky Dam Village State
have of them being publishFirst National Bank are announcPark, killing one man, blowing
e nominations. The seven
communities correspond to
ed. Just address Santa
ed this week.
down two buildings and damagAccording to Bank President Claus, The Princeton Leader,
von magisterial districts in
ing another.
Henry Sevison, Herschel Phelps, Box 529, Princeton, Ky.
ty.
Princetonians awoke shivering,
Sandlick road, was the leader in t-ers in each community
Saturday, November 3, to be
the contest with 286 pounds of
greeted with frozen water pipes,
also select a delegate and albeef produced per acre of pasture.
ice covered windows and automoto delegate to a county conOthers chosen are Gayle Petan which elects the county
FAREWELL: Three unidentified 28th Division soldiers biles which refused to start. By
TEARFUL
tit, Raymond Phelps, John S. Maand garcommunity PMA committee
embrace their wives at Philadelphia as the troops prepared to evening filling-stations
1952. Convention delegates GRAND SLAM HOMER IN THIS LEAGUE: A quartet of big han, Jess Phelps, W. P. Oldham,
General Eisenhower's European defense forces. In lower ages were overflowing with cars
for
sail
with irate
on December 7 will meet leaguers ride out of the woods on a wagon after a home run - B. L. Keeney, Wylie Jones, Curphoto the women sob and wipe away tears after the men were needing anti-freeze and
customers needing over-coats. Ofturday. December 8, at 10 with all guns loaded-against the white-tail deer at La Grange, tis George, F. E. Jones, Clyde
(AP Wirephoto)
ship.
troop
their
aboard
ordered
Solicitation For New
ficial weather reports here indito elect county PMA com- Me. Ending their third annual Maine hunting trip are (left to Jones, N. C. Gray, P. E. Oldham,
right) Phil Page, Cincinnati Reds' coach; Danny Litwhiler, for- Guy T. Shoulders, Hoy Sisk, Members To Be Made In
cate a low of 9 degrees above and
a high of 40 for November 3.
places for the nomina- mer Reds' coach; Carl Furillo of the Brooklyn Dodgers and Vern Floyd Dunbar, Charles Watson, City, County Schools
E. B. Williamson, M. P. Brown
of the Boston Braves. (AP Wirephoto)
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pions sill be presented framed
should go to the polls and Sheep Producers Call
Gordon Glenn, Mrs. Beverly PatThese men have been asked,
certificates at the annual Caldas this is the democratic
and infant, Mr. Calvin TurTonight
Allan Murphey Addresses ton
according to Mr. Lusby, to pick Fredonia Presbyterian
well County 4-H Achievement
govern our farm program. Meeting For
ley, of Mexico; Miss Remona
the winning local statement in 50 Revival Is Under Way
Day scheduled for 10 a m. SaturA meeting of the Caldwell- Princeton B&PW Club
Covington (colored) of Princeton; Dickie Pettit Plunges
words or less on "W h a t The
Lyon Sheep Association is schedrevival got under way day at the Capitol Theatre.
Allan Murphey was guest Mrs. Reba Horning, of Princeton;
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nt Last American Way of Life Means to at A 12-day
uled for 7 p. m. today at the speaker at the regular monthly Mrs. Harry Quinn and infant, of Over Embankme
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the First Cumberland Presby•ent Of Western
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R. A. Mabry announces.
Y-Teen Club
Dickie Pettit, 19, of Princeton, Crosley merchandise certificate day under the leadership of the baby beef; Jacqueline Shoulders,
fessional Women's Club held of Princeton; Mrs. Kenneth
Purpose of the meeting. Mabry
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JOHN 5. HUTCHISON. JR
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St March 5, 1819.
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—Mathep, Henry they were hanging from all sides. bounce back into the news, with
• • •
of this free countey should re-examine the principles upon which
a fresh batch of players named the players and not the gamblers
• • • •
time
decide
whether
is
we
nation.
It
this
founded
undoubted- are the news. We expect gamblers
our forefathers
Verdie Jenkins, of near FairSheriff Glover Lewis played as point-shavers and,
ly, some more schools implicated. to get involved in filth like this.
the principles of early America should be perpetuated or cast aside. view Church, has a eat with a host to relatives this
weekend
This might be construed as an We emphatically do not expect
An address presented recently by Senator Karl E. Mundt sets lov'en for good warm milk from Missouri and California who
forth a few ideas which every citizen should think about:
straight from the cow. U n Ii k e came this way tracing the family effort on the part of that New our simon-pure athletes, who,
Most of the world's difficulties today stem from the fact that most cats, his animal, can stand tree. Sheriff Lewis said he accom- York prosecutor to take our at- playing a game, a r e supposed
too few men have exercised too much power over to many people on its hind legs which it does panied them to a cemetery near tention off the football season to embody all our high ideals of
for too long a time. We are beginning to suffer from the ravages of every day at milking time. Jen- here where the visitors spent the (maybe he's a rabid baelcetball sportsmanship, to make that kind
that seine malady right here at home. The ceaseless crusade of the kins repays the cat for its trou- day brushing moss off tombstones fan) if the sensation hadn't start- of news.
professional politician to play the role of Mr. Elicit in the solution ble by squirting milk into Its and taking pictures of inscrip- ed so long ago.
It is a sordid story, not made
of every problem of every country in the world has its volunteers mouth.
It is the timing of his releases any more palatable by the antics
tions. No place seems to be too
here as it has under every foreign flag. However, the unfailing recfar or no work too difficult for that makes one suspicious of the of the New 'York prosecutor. The
• D •
ord of history fails to disclose single political or economic formula. R. A. Mabry and Dr..Ralpli the visitors if they think they gentleman's motives. Maybe he sooner it is over, with fair and
ever attempted in any country in any era of history that even re- Blazier, two former city dwellers, have a.lead on an ancestor, Lewis wants a tutn on television a-la- just punishment for all those who
motely approximates the dividends flowing from the success for- have apparently taken country added.
Rudy Valley in 'hopes it will bol- have punishment coming, the betmula of our American free way of life.
ter off for our schools, our athster his political fortunes.
"Disaster in one form or another has quickly overtaken every
At any rate, the prosecutor's letes, and our sports-loving pub
political and economic system everywhere, every time a country
peculiar way of stretching out his lic.
has bet its future on the judgment, the decisions, and the controls
startling disclosures, and bursting
of a single leader or a small, select croup of supermen.
them at carefully timed intervals
has a lot of us pretty unhappy.
"Unless we stop that tendency in America, I see nothing M the
We are just as much inclined
record of the past to indicate our future in this country will demonThe Motion Picture Association
to question his motives as we are
strate any exception to this melancholy rule.
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
Dinner on the ground, though the gamblers who did the
brib- of America estimates 60,000,000
"During the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries millions of Eurovastly different from its older ing and the men who took
(Western State College)
the admissions are paid into Ameripeans came to our shores to help develop here a new formula of
can movie theaters each week.
When this essay reaches t h e form, is still here, often in an up- crisp green lettuce.
freedom and new, expanded boundaries for individual opportunity.
to-date style that would have
And it should be noted that
• • •
They came originally to give freedom a new impetus., to give new papers, most of the neighborhood
made us of other times gaze in they are men, not
Mt. Katmai, Alaskan volcano,
boys, as they
significance to the definition of security, to give new meaning to gatherings will be over for the
wonder. The same spirit prevails have so frequently been
mis- erupted in June, 1912.
such words as opportunity, liberty and human dignity.
season, but they have been num- at these occasions, often reintro.• •
"Since sometime in 1930, however, many twentieth century erous and interesting all this year. duced by oldsters who hated to named. If grade school youngsters
Geysers in Alaska's Valley of
Americans have started losing faiith in the formula that made is A few years ago, when the auto- see a good custom die down. Ta- had been approached with the
great and kept us strong. Some of Uncle Sam's own or adopted mobile was new, there was a ble cloths are rarely laid down same kind of proposition they'd 10,000 Smokes send plumes' of
have ganged the would-be briber. steam 1,000 feet up.
children became Doubting Thomases.
time when it looked as if we on the grass any more, but an
So let's abandon the foolish sen• • •
"Instead of continuing to export our policies of freedom as we would lose many of our distinc- improvised table made with fenctimentality of saying these were
exported the products of the free, we find some who would make tive folk ways. In reality, we did ing wire lifts the food up above
Central Spain is a table land,
just good, honest, simple country
America the ideological ground of all the world."
largely treeless.
lose many of them; but there has the ants for the festive day. And boys who
didn't know any better.
"We started importing to America economic and political for- been new life injected into neigh- the kinds of food are different, They knew what they were do• •
mulas from abroad despite the fact that in the lands of their origin borhood meetings of many kinds. too. "Baker's bread" is no rarity ing, and they knew it was wrong. Five per cent of the U. S. male
There is often a solid financial now, any more than fresh meat They knew
population over 18 hold college
each of them had failed most hideously.
it was at least unethi"Some among us began substituting the European concept of core in these events, but so there is, or ice cream. It isn't necessary cal, if, in some cases, they were degrees, according to census figsecurity—dependency upon the Government—for our American con- was in many of the earlier gath- to kill a pig or a lamb or a beef unaware that it actually was ures.
• • •
erings that we oldsters remember merely to have fresh meat for against the law.
with pleasure. The outward form the homecoming at the church or
The U. S. produces some 400
Logically, you can raise only
"Others recommended the use of the European concept of the
a year.
all-powerful central government in lieu of our American acceptance of some of the events has chang- for a family reunion. Lockers are one question by way of extenuat- feature movies
• • •
ed, but the basic idea.has not.
everywhere, at home and in the ing circumstances.
of the doctrine of the rights of States.
These "amaFirst, let us consider how popu- towns. But the food tastes good, teur" basketball players were, acDeepest of several underwater
"Still others advocated the importation of socialistic and comlar the county fair in its various to old-timers, who probably have tually professionals. They re- canyons in the Pacific is the
munistic concepts of collective ownership, nationalization of segforms still is, even more popular exaggerated the flavor of what ceived a stipulated amount of Mindanao Trench, four times the
ments of our economy to replace our system of individual initiative.
than it was a half-generation ago. they ate a half century ago.
spending money, their tuition, anck area of the Grand Canyon.
free enterprise, private ownership, and reward-of-merit.
• • •
Birthday parties, I believe, are a good many other
It used to be a rare thing indeed
considerations
"Still others urged that we abandon our policy of changing to have a beauty show, especially more common than formerly.
Mt. Katmai, Alaska, has a blue
for
playing
basketball.
leaders at the end at least of every second term and adopt instead one that would have a queen They used to be somewhat rare
It is interesting that the U. S. lake a mile long in its crater.
the foreign philosophy that a reigning regime should be continued photographed in all her glory. in outlying places like Fidelity. I
• • •
Collector of Internal Revenue for
in power for years without number unless death or disaster required Now almost any county
can
recall having been to only Kentucky, Seldon
has one
The
Moors
of the 10th Century
R.
Glenn,
says
an earlier change.
or more such beauty queens, one big birthday party in my that if these players received a had a fort called Madrid on the
"These modern trends in America toward the techniques of many of them often competing days on the farm. It was such a total
income and "consideration" site of the present day Madrid,
yesterday and the tyrannies of other lands are in my opinion the later with other queens for state big affair, an outdoor one, that (such
as tuition) of more than Spain.
major danger signs in our domestic economy today. There is noth- or national honors. And through I used up several pages of my $600.00
•• •
a year they should have
ing basically wrong with our American success formula except the the years the State Fair has been diary to tell about it. I must say,
paid income tax on the amount
More than one third of U. S.
lack of faith and confidence on the part of those who would scrap it, a great &sawing card for all sorts in rereadirg my account, that Ed over
$600.00. It is possible, of Army enlisted men hold high
or scuttle it, or strait-jacket it so that it can no longer function suc- of people, not merely farm peo- Ifamlin's party would warrant a
course, that some of them did. school diplomas, Army records
cessfully.
ple. Nothing has more steadily good write-up in the local socieThere is natural resentment show.
"Sonic who would destroy it are Communist agents within our grown in our lifetime than the ty column even now, after all that the men who gave the bribes
these
years
of
sophisticated.
midst. Others who attack it are misguided and misnamed
being
output
on the farm; nothing any
are not getting as much news atMichigan State will have five
"liberBirthday parties now are accepted tention as the
als" who have entirely forgotten the undying lessons of history
players who took freshmen on its 1951 football
that more indicates the raising of the
as
a
matter
of course. It takes them Much of this
demonstrate that that government is not only best but also the
stems from squad.
most standard of living, And the counliberal that presume, to govern least.
ty fairs bring out unexpected tal- some ingenious planning to make
ents of all kinds, not merely beau- one outstanding. Food is there.
"Others are mercenary politicians who play politics for
power tiful girls. The ordinary
man of of course; there would be no use
and profit and who have not taken the time to project
the effect of
the farm learns to appreciate the in having a birthday without
their ambitions into the future far enough to fully realize
the full worth of
his occupation, the dig- something to eat. Good fellowship
extent of the disaster and unhappiness which must inevitably
result nity of the
people with whom he is there, too; I have found that
from trying to direct the destiny of 150,000,000 Americans
in 48 works.
it does not vary too much from
States from a place called Washington, D. C., or from an
oval office
at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Late in the summer is the time one decade to another.
Weddinganniversaries,of
also for cleaning off the grave"To erase the danger signs from our American
horizon and to yard.
Nearly everywhere I have course, are not limited to any
replace them with beacon lights marking the broad
highways of gone this summer
I have seen evi- season, just like birthday parties.
achievement, I suggest we Americans rededicate
ourselves to the dences of local
and civic pride in More and more these anniversarfaith of our fathers and to the formula of success
that built us strong.
clean and beautiful graveyards. ies seem to be important. I can
"Let us not be free men of little faith. And let
us not place Many a burial place that former- recall only one golden wedding
our faith in just a little freedom."
ly looked neglected and run- celebration before I left Fidelity;
down now has a distinctive fence now the local paper announces
and some long-range improve- one a week, it seems. It is a growment program. Many a church ing folk custom to celebrate these
building that had begun to anniversaries, an excellent thing.
The fact that this week, November 11-17, is
American Educa- weather badly has had a new I think.
tion Week is little comfort to thousands of people
who feel that their coast of paint. And much of this
educational opportunities have not been as complete
as they would has been accomplished so casualDoak Walker of the Detroit
have liked.
ly that only a few people in any Lions wears low cut shoes on ofConscious of this lack of training, some people
bemoan the given community know who start- fense, but changes to a high shoe
lost days and sink into a state of semi
-ignorance, without making ed the good work and kept it on his right foot when kicking
any effort to become better informed.
We call their attention to going.
extra points and gield goals.
the fact that there are only two requisites
to a good education —
reading and thinking.
There is not a person of normal intelligence,
of any age, who
cannot become well informed in a year or
two of intelliegnt reading, supplemented by a little thinking.
These people should stop
the habit of taking opinions from any and
everybody and begin trying to study some problems for the purpose
of making up their own
mind.
To the individual who does not know
where to start, we would
suggest beginning on a subject in which
he or she is interested. If
it is the general state of the world,
involving a contest between
Communism and the free nations, read
about it and then read some
more. If it is a technical subject which
entrances the imagination,
ask advice from some person who
knows something about it. Get
a book on the subject and, if it takes
six months, read it until it is
thoroughly understood.
There is really little excuse for a man
or woman going into
ola age without making the effort to
become more intelligent. Even
if you have only a half hour a day,
take advantage of it and begin
to acquire new information. Never
mind about the better educated;
make it your business to improve your
own mental outlook,
All of us know many excellent
individuals who have failed to
take advantage of their own leisure time
to read and learn but who
constantly lament that they are not as
well "educated" as somebody
else. The matter of becoming
well-informed does not hinge upon a
college degree; it is a matter of
reading and thinking. A matter
for your decision and determination.
—(The Hopkins County Times)

Thanksgiving Thoughts

Do You Know?

Probably it is a natural vagary of human
nature that a great
many customers should select the retailer
as their prime target when
it comes to complaining about inflation.
It is the retailer, after all,
who sells the goods and takes theie money.
They are in day-by-day
contact with him. And when they see his
price tags changed to
higher figures, it is a simple matter to reason
that he's profiteering
at the expense of all the rest of us.
Natural as this attitude may be, it has absolutely
no foundation in the economic facts of life. Actually, in
a great many cases
covering both chain and independent merchandising,
the margin of
Profit earned by merchants has declined as
the total volume of
business substantially increased. The increase in
prices at retail
has often lagged behind the increase in prices at
the wholesale level.
That is the result of today's intensive retail
competi(ion—and also
of the desire of retailers to mitigate the pain of
inflation to the beat
of their ability, ae one means of encouraging trade.
That inflation is the greatest danger this country
faces toes
without saying. But it serves no purpose to put the
blame in the
wrong places
—(The Shelby News)

Memory brightens the colors and sharpens the
aromas of our youthful Thanksgivings. Never
since then has the air seemed so crisp, the turkey
so tender.
For most of us those days also held a rich meas.
ure of simple warmth and security.
But they were also days of hard toil, long hours
and few luxuries In the days of the Illinois
Central's youth, a man worked 14 to 16 hours
a day. And in the kitchen, woman's work was
never done!
We are thankful that the Illinois Central helped
to nurture the industry and agriculture that have
made life abundant for the people of MidAmerica. But we are also eager that the spiritual
warmth of bygone Thanksgivings shall endure
through the second century. of the Illinois Central
Railroad and its people.

SEASON-RIGHT SERVICE,
SEASON-RIGHT GASOLINE
Drive In lecloy to your neighborhood Ashland notion for slas tier-ear• seivk• and catalytic gasoline
eseeekaty Wooded foe cold-weather driving

OSAMU to SIAS0/1-010/1/

VAISKINE
010/00 Oil

HONEY-KRUST
FINEST

Riley and Tabor Service Station
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:sell county members of the
The new Kenland Red Clover
sy -Hybrid Corn Associa- hes received wide acclaim by
1.-cussed a new diseale-re- growers over the state as deficommunity, has constructed 500
. barley adaptable to this nitely an improvement ovrr al
and made plans to in- varieties, both in seed productio
yards of open ditches to improve
he Ir membership at a and Increased yields of hay.
the drainage on his farm this
At Lexington, test plots of five
14 held in the Caldwell
month.
y cou:1 house last Tuesday varieties of red clover, Kenton
He also has an active interest
announced
by
A.
R.
produced about 1000 pounds more
it is
in the drainage of the wet land in
agent.
hay per acre on the average
, county
Caldwell county, especially in
an
Kentucky Hybrid Corn As. had about four and one-hat
the Tradewater River and Don.
By Oliver C. Allcock
, which formerly inelud- plants Jiving per square foot the
aldson Creek bottoms plus the
(Soil Conservation Service)
mare than 130 members in third year. This is three times
The Princeton and Caldwell land near the tributaries of these
streams.
-.all county, has reached a more living ,at the end of three county schools, have received
refv of 40 members, the as- years than any of the other fou erence materials along with the
Mr. Clift is looking forward to
t:cii reports. Mr. Mabry at. varieties In the tests.
announcements of the annual the time when improved outlets
diminishing
Floyd Dunbar, Crider, had 20 State and County Soil
the
interest
Conserva- for drainage m a y be available.
-nen in raising hybrid corn acres of Kenland this year tha tion Essay Contest from the meal• The outlets must be deeper than
sigh, labor costs involved
soil conservation district head- the areas to be drained. They
tivation, and the static re- corn," he explained, "female cot quarters.
need to he kept clean of logs and
:Ice of corn. The county must be planted at certain interBoys and girls may secure in- drifts so the water can move off
said that while the retail vals in a field of male plants." formation from any
faster.
sources Counprice of hybrid corn has Since male plants mature later ty agricultural
Kenneth Jacob and I visited his
agents,
vocation
..ned the same, the price of than female plants, they must be agriculture teachers,
soil conser- farm on the Sandlick road today
irm labor, and machinery sown earlier. If a heavy rain oc- vation service technicians
, Col- to look at a pond he constructed
curs before the female corn ha
',Ally increased.
lege of Agriculture, University of this summer.
been
planted,
male and female Kentucky, U. S. Department
though cost of cultivation is
of "The new fill was wide enough
plants will not mature at the same
the increase in yield of hyAgriculture, farm magazines and to drive down when applying matime
and
results will be unsatis- the experience of
corn over the old variety of
local farmers nure before seeding to a grass lemore than makes up for any factory. When female corn is ma are suggested.
gume mixture", Mr. Jacob said.
ture
it
must be de-tasseled fo
1, according to Mr. Mabry.
"
-How
Good
Soil
Conservatio
The fill and also the flood spilln
the cultivation of hybrid pollination to take place. The in- Practices in My District Will way at one end are now
covered
creased labor involved in hybri
corn produces one third more t Contribute to the Standards of with a green coat of grass to give
the acre than the old. variety Living and the Security of All protection from soil erosion.
Our People" is the 1951 soil essay
The two-tenths acre pond was
Three hundred pounds per acre
constructed with a pipe under the
a high yield in hybrid corn, sai subject.
A
study
of
this
topic
will
reveal
fill so livestock can be watered
Mr. Mabry.
to our young people that the con- from a tank
below the fill.
Kenbar barley, a new variety servation of the
soil will make
"Before the pond was built, the
has been recently developed by possible a higher
standard of liv- cows
had to go a long distance to
agriculturalists. This grain has a ing and improved health and seget water from a spring at the
higher resistance to disease, pro- curity for all our people.
back of the farm. Although the
duces a higher yield, and has
IMPROVES DRAINAGE
pond is not yet full of water, it
strong stem which will not ben
and break, as do the old varietie yielded about 4 bushels of seed has already furnished a considerper acre. Several producers have able amount of water for the liveof barley plants, it was said.
reported yields of from 4 to 5 stock," Mr. Jacob stated.
bushels of seed per acre.
PREFERS GRASSLAND
now To Get Positive Quick Relief
Kenland red clover seed falls
Floyd Jones, of Fredonia, preFrom Stomach Trouble With The NEW
into four classes, breeders seed fers grassland farming to trees,
HARVEY STOMACH TREATMENT
which is produced only by Exper- when the land is suited for grass.
iment Stations, foundation seed He has cleared fifteen acres of
It is made up of four different medicines. One of the
which is produced under the di- land which was covered with
tin ingredients is belladonna.
rectory of Kentucky Seed Stocks small trees and undergrowth on
We guarantee this wonderful medicine to relieve ulcer
Corporation. registered seed his Crider farm this fall.
a, and that acid, gassy, belchy, nervous and lack of pep
which any farmer may buy and
-The land was seeded to small
ling. Compare its price with other stomach preparations.
sow to produce certified seed for grain and fescue. Ladino
clover
Many testimonials come into our office telling of the
sale commercially, and certified and lespedeza are to be
seeded in
used relief that users have obtained. They have also
seed which is sold for hay and the late winter and early spring",
d Harvey Tablets have relieved Gall Bladder Trouble.
pasture production only. Farmers he said.
tart this treatment today. Sold only at—
who sow certified seed cannot
Mr. Jones believes grass farmproduce certified seed for sale. ing is good land
use for these
Registered seed must be seeded to areas. It will also fit
into his pasproduce certified seed.
ture program for his dairy herd.
SHEEPMEN TO MEET
Sheep growers of the county are
invited to meet with members of Hunters Are Advised
the Caldwell-Lyon Sheep Associ- To Take Proper Precaution
ation tonight at the courthouse at
In Handling Of Rabbits
7:00 p. m. to discuss sheep probHunters and householders are
lems, particularly the dog situareminded of the need for taking
tion.
Sheep numbers in the county proper precautions in handling
have not increased as they would rabbits and other wild game since
and should because of the danger the opening of the rabbit hunting
season is November 20.
of sheep killing dogs.
Practice of these precautions
will help to guard against tulareE OPERATE SANITARY TRUCKS WITH LEAKmia, also known as rabbit fever
'since rabbits are the most common
F BEDS. PROMPT, COURTEOUS SERVICE
source of this infectious disease.
e Also Pick Up Small Animals Free Of Charge
Twelve cases of tularemia
were reported in Kentucky last
year, according to the Division of
--CALL-Preventive Medical Services, Kentucky State Department of
Health. Most, if not au, of these
cases could have been prevented.
PHONE 3698, PRINCETON, KY.
To date there is no satisfactory
method of immunization, so it is
We Pay All Phone Charges - particularly important that care
be taken to avoid infection.
Complete Insurance Service
We Meet All Competition
Necessary precautions include:
111 West Market St.
(I) Always shoot a rabbit on
CUNNIN
MARK
GHAM the run, never if it can be caught
sitting.
(2) Carcass should be thrown
away if, upon examination, small
white or grayish spots are seen
on the rabbit's liver.
(3) Never handle a wild rabbit
which has been found dead or
Which of these
which has been brought in by a
dog or cat.
(4) Keep hands away from the
face whenever handling wad
rabbits.
Will she like best
(5) Always wear rubber gloves
when dressing rabbits.
for Christmas?
(6) Cook rabbits thoroughly, so
that no red meat or red blood remains; thorough cooking destroys
the germs.
Cards warning hunters against
the dangers of tularemia and listing five simple precautions harve
been prepared by the Kentucky
State Department of Health and
may be obtained from the local
county clerk.

for: Horses, Cows and Hogs

Early Feed Buying
May Be Profitable

Test Made Of Fuel
Used In Tractors

Farmers who may need to purchase feeds during t h e winter
get their orders in now, say dairymen at the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and
Home Economics. Delay may
prove costly, they -think.
Other advice to dairy farmers:
Cull low-producing cows to
save feed fur better cows and
good heifers about to freshen.
Provide clean, dry, draft-free
stalls for calves.
Strong, growthy heifers will
continue in good demand.

The amount of fuel used by
farm tractors varies according to
the size and condition of the tractor, kind of work done and skill
of operation.
The University of Kentucky Experiment Station found the average daily fuel consumption for
different kinds of work to be
about as follows, measured in
gallons of kerosene or distillate
per 10-hour day.
Plowing, 20 gallons; disking, 20
gallons; cultipacking, 12 gallons;
cultivating, 15 gallons; mowing,
15 gallons; binding, 15 gallons;
combining, 14 gallons; pick-up
baling, 10 gallons, and drilling
grain, 15 gallons.

At the annual agricultural fair
in Spencer county, 28 4-H club
members owned 46 of the 80 dairy
cattle exhibited.
Despite drought in early summer, the tobacco crop in Robert.
on county was thought to be the
Recommended Feeds
largest on re:ord.
Seventy-one 4-H calves were For Pregnant Ewes
sold in Christian county for an
Sheep specialists at the Univeraverage of $39.89 a hundred sity of Kentucky College of Agripounds, or $375.71 per calf.
culture and Home Economics sugIn Calloway county, popcorn gest the following dairy rations
yields averaged 1,700 pounds an for pregnant ewes:
acre .
I. A half-pound of grain and
Taylor county farmers used 27 two pounds of legume hay, with
cars of coke to Oct. 1 to fire tobacco, one of the best crops in
2. A half-pound of grain and
10 years.
two pounds of legume ha9, with
Many farmers in Muhlenberg bright corn stover.
3. A half-pound of grain, two
county are discouraged with further seeding of alfalfa due to the pounds of legume hay and two
pounds of corn silage.
stand dying out quickly.
4. Three pounds of legume hay
Several thousand acres of pasture an d haycrops in Warren and two pounds of corn silage.
5. A half-pound of grai n, a
county were destroyed by army
worms before they were control- pound of legume or mixed hay,
and five pounds of grass silage.
led by toxaphene.
George Saylor of Harlan county spare.
has collected more than 1,400
Charles Phillippe, 4-H club
pounds of honey from his hives member in Casey
county, has
this year.
planted 1,000 locust trees this
Jefferson county vegetable and year.
melon growers won more than
A two-mile drainage ditch has
$700 in premiums at the Kentuc- been completed in the Bend of
ky State Fair.
the River community in Lyon
It is estimated that 3,000 acres county, draining lowland on six
in Wayne county were seeded this river bottom farms.
fall with Ky. 31 fescue.
Only 18 acres of H. C. Besuden's
Farmers in Fulton county have 632-acre farm in Clark county are
built and are now operating plowed, the pastures being grazed
brooder houses for 24,000 chicks, by 400 sheep, 63 cows and calves
and plan to double the amount of and five dairy cattle.

Beware Coughs
From Common Colds
That HANG ON
Croomui,ion relievespromptly because
It goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
membranes. Guaranteed to please you
or money refunded.(1eomulsion has
stood the test of millions of users.

CREW/WI:SION
H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

FARMING GETTING POPULAR
Your
Boston — (AP) — Keeping
young people down on the farm
Ileodquarters
is getting easier.
The,MIdcentury Conference on
For
Youth found there are fewer
boys and girls leaving farms —
in Massachusetts at least—because
Phone 3224
the work is lighter, more inter- Hopkinsville ltd.
Princeton, Ky.
esting and drudgery is mostly a
thing of the past.

Ferguson Tractors

FOR THE PRICE OF THE REFRIGERATOR ALONE!

MINS

NEM G-E SPACE MAKER LAZY SUSAN. Designed to give you tidy, usable
qorage space in your G-E keit igerator. Just the thing for leftovers! Spins at •
touch of your finger, giving easy access to food. Five attractive clear glass jars
with colored lids. Hold nearly a quart each.

(;rare h.r ocriot with this 17 rscel

44250

eief

SPACE! A

full 8.2-cu-ft—gives you Si more foodstorage space than most refrigerators now in use
occupying the same floor area!

USEFUL) REFRIGERATOR DISHES (OVENWARE). Complete set in matching yellow and grey color combination. Set includes space-saving design beverage
pitcher. butter dish. two casseroles, two individual-size howls.

FEATURES! Redi-Cube ice trays, fruit-and-vegetable
Rolla-Drawers, big meat drawer,• rustproof durable
shelves!
DEPENDABILITY! Famous G-E sealed-in refrigerating system. Over 2,700,000 G-E Refrigerators in
use 10 years or longer!
HURRY DOWN TODAY
AND SEE THIS BIG G-E BONUS OFFER!

Ddivady 'martin* Lady ElKin. 59
150
,
issa.
o...
rk. 1,7

THE WATCH WITH THE HEART
THAT NEVER BREAKS
£is,

v He*eel Nay EJgig hae the

PRINCETON LUM BER COMPANY

Other Elgin, priced horn $33 73, incl. Fed. Tait

Dureroner Mainspring,the heart that never broth..

WINSTEAD JEWELERS
Lay Away Now For Christina's

Yes-just ask your neighbors who own ci-E Refrigerators hew
dependable they arel They'll give you many good reasons why
General Electric Is your best buy I
Then sesi this new models your 0-1 deafer has for you? Yetelf
always be glad you bought 0-11

$29.95 - $35.00

AUTHORIZED DEALER

AUTHORIZED
COUNTRY BOY HEALTH

GENERAL* ELECTRIC

JOINER HDWE. CO.
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William Breisford returned to
Mrs. Curtis Hawkins, of PaduMr. A. H. Childress, of LouisMrs. Stanley Sharp and Mrs.
COMMIBBIONIBRII BALE
home'his houte Monday after dismissal
new
her
to
moved
has
cab,
IC hospital at Paducah.
Fraddle Stallitui were shopping In ville, spent last weekend with his
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
in the Eddy Creek community. from the
mother, Mrs. W. W. Childress.
CALDWELL CURC,UIT COURT: Nashville Monday.
Glover J. Lew ii, Committee
Arthur Wigginton
for William David McGowan, inFuneral services for Arthur
competent, Plaintiff
Wigginton, 45, were conducted
Vs.
Wednesday afternoon,‘:November
David McGowan, Incom14, at the Cumberland Presbyter- William
who
petent, et al., Defendant
I hope these few words reach each of you
ian church at Fredonia by the
In EQUITY
Rev. Guy Moore, assisted by Rev.
a
By virtue of a judgment of the
used your vote and influence in giving me such
Ray Wigginton. Burial was in the
rendered
Court
Circuit
Caldwell
Fredonia cemetery.
nice majority in my race for Circuit Court Clerk
the above entitled cause at the
Mr. Wigginton, of the Farm- October Term, 1951, the underersville community, died Monday signed will on 4th MONDAY, the
of Caldwell County.
morning at the Caldwell County 28th Day of November, 1951, being
War Memorial Hospital after a County Court day, between the
I feel it a great honor to be the only one of my
short illness.
hours of 1:00 p. m., and 3 p. m.,
Among the survivors are his at the Courthouse door In Princeparty to be elected. I assure each of you, rewife; three sons, Walter Wiggin- ton, Ky., proceed to expose to
ton, McKenzie, Term., Billy Wig- public sale to the highest bidder
gardless of political belief, the office of Circuit
ginton, Detroit: Lacy Wigginton, the following property:
of the Farmersville community;
A certain tract of land with a
Court Clerk will be open to you as a visitor as
one daughter, Miss Fern Wiggin- dwelling house and outbuilding
well as for business for the next six years.
ton, of Farmersville; two sisters, located thereon, located in CaldMrs. Leora Spickard, California, well County, Kentucky, near
Very truly yours,
and Mrs. Ray Blackburn, Fre- Cedar Bluff, and bounded and
donia; and one brother, James described as follows:
d Vitamin
Wigginton, Detroit.
Beginning at a Stake in the cen- "She just drinks Princeton Creamery's Homogenize
ter of the Princeton-Hopkinsville D Milk!"
Highway, thence with said HighBalis McWorthy
.11•10.•• .ott
41•Dtt.as$41/1 rem wo.ortv.
2 poles to a stone,
/
Funeral services for Balls S. way N. 65 W 101
a
1/3
to
poles
15
E.
2
/
281
21IcWorthy, 80, former resident- thenee 9.
2 W. 14 1/3
1
N. 26/
farmer of Caldwell county, were stone, thence
HOPKINSVILLE STREET
contain- DIAL 2063
beginning,
the
to
poles
at
the Morgan Funeral
conducted
1
acre.
ing
Home Sunday, November 11, by
Being the same land conveyed
the Rev. G. H. Marshall, assisted
THE ATRE c PRINCETON
by Rev. Roy Francis, Jr. Burial to William David McGowan, Jr.
et al, by
took place in Rowland Cemetery. by Cherries Cummins,
Mr. McWorthy IS survived by deed dated April 14, 1941, of rec70, page 614,
his wife, An
McWorthy, and ord in Deed Book
three sons, Loyd and Floyd, of Caldwell County Court Clerk's
Sturgis, and Carlos of Gary, Ind. Office.
The purpose of this sale is for
Surviving daughters are Mrs.
will
Lela Thomas of Evansville, Ind., reinvestment. The purchaser
To All Voters of Caldwell and Trigg Counties
to give bond with
Mrs. Mary Mills of Sturgis, and be required
e
h
t
for
Mrs. Vivian Lane, of Princeton. good personal security
payment of the purchase money,
payable to the Master CommisI thank you for your cooperation and support in nominatMrs. Rosie King
sioner, bearing 6 percent interFuneral services for Mrs. Rosie est from date until paid, having
ing and electing me your Representative without opposition.
King, 73, of Blackford, were the effect of a Judgment or Reconducted Sunday, November 4, plevin bond, on which execution
I will continue to serve the people of this district to the best
at the Blackford Cumberland may ,issue at maturity, with a
Presbyterian Church by Rev. J. lein reserved for the payment
Miller Cook, pastor of the Central thereof. Said sale will be made
of my ability.
SILKEN
BEAUTY
City Cumberland Presbyterian on a credit of six months.
WITH A
Church. Burial took place in Attorney Clauscine Baker
SATIN ;
Princeton, Ky., Nov. 7, 1951
Blackford Cemetery.
FINISH!
Mrs. King is survived by her Amy Frances Littlepage, Special
Commissioner, C. C. C. 19-3te
husband, Rev. John R. King, who
was formerly pastor of the CumMr. and Mrs. Walker Wright,
berland Presbyterian Church of
e, spent the weekend ,
Princeton. She is also survived Hopkinsvill
ROBERT
with Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Tyrie, I
by two brothers, Tom Hill, of
street.
e
Hopkinsvill
Sturgis, and George Hill, of Providence.
JANE
Bearers were Rev. Ray Wigginton, Rev. R. I. Carpenter, Rev.
A. R. Poole. Rev. Virgil Weeks,
Added! .
Rev. G F Phelps. and Rev Paul
Belt.
CARTOON COMEDY - NEWSREEL

Deaths & Funerals

VICE!
Princeton Retail Merchant
Stores Will Be Closed

THURSDAY,
Nov. 22, 1951
in

observance of Thanksgiving

THANKS

MRS. GEORGE DENHAM

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.

PITO L

16HER COSTS FORCE INCREASE
[FADER SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

THANKS

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

A SCORCHER!

the hottest

verol increases in the cost of newsprint during
last two years and the raising of second class
stol rates by Congress of 30 per cent make it
essary for the Leader's management to pass
a part of increased cost to customers.
to now, The Leader has absorbed all higher
in an effort to hold the line of rising prices
the consumer. However, it now has become
cessary to make a small increase in order to proce a better paper. The cooperation of the
ublic in the publisher's effort to produce a bettern.overage weekly will be greatly appreciated.
ior

STATION
GON AUTO

he Princeton Leader

combination
ever to hit
the screen

WILLIAM L JpNES

Pwaonal4

HOT VALUES
FOR COOL DAYS
PURE COTTON
PLAID SINGLES

BLANKETS
INDIAN BLANKETS
HEAVY WEIGHT
DARK COLORS
of fun for the Yog
vi Rh' Bell rigs a
r is dialed! Almost
size telephone Is iler

si

59
Each

$995
Each

4 1, 10 kt. R.G.P. stain/
1061-171, 83
less steel back $19.75

274L-171,6* 8 L, heavy Rat crystal,
R.G.P. case, stainless steel back
529.75

3071-171, 6.8 1, heavy Hot crystal,
10 kt. gold filled case $39.75

$2.95
$3.50
$3.95

4 1, "desip-C-divet",
3
155L-171, 7/
WATER - RESISTANT, sweep second,
luminous dial and hands. Incabloc
shockproof, stainless steel case
$39.75

"Born Yesterday" is one of the funniest comedies to come to the
screen in a long, long time. Based on the sensationally successful
stage play, it presents Judy Holliday in her Academy Award winning role as the Best Actress of the Year.

m STORSE
riAIR
Cents"
Where Your $ $ Have More

JOHN WAYNE
— in —
ZANE GREY'S

-or

PLUS

This is HARRY...
;
h• collects
money and blondest

This is SUE—
she's a blonde—and
reoi dumb!

This is PAUL.,.
has smart —but has
lots to learnt

MARSHA HUNT

"HELLTOWN"
• -HIT

-Or

JoePalooka
IMO* II • MS awes • MKT

"Mtn ON SAME PROGRAM!
LAST CHAPTER! "DON DAREDEVIL RIDES AGAIN"
WOODY WOODPECKER CARTOON

SUN. & MON., NOV. 18-19

SOUTH SEA ADVENTURE!
with a beautitul girl
as the prize ... and
a fortune In gold
as the reward!
—

We predict audiences will eat it up and we urge you to see it!
Frequently our patrons hear about unusual pictures like "Born
Yesterday" after they are gone and ask why we did not insist that
they see them. Make your plans now! Be sure to see it! WE
GUARANTEE THAT YOU'LL ENJOY IT!

2 I., heavy flat
/
654M-17.1, 111
crystal, R.G.P. case, stainless steel
back $29.75

John PAYNE
Rhonda FLEMING
Forrest TUCKER

with ROBERT LOWERY • ALAN MOWBRAY
Added Treats!
DONALD DUCK CARTOON and NEWSREEL

THE STAKES ARE HIGH...and
Women are Part of His Luck!

Judy
Pair

HT '
2 A TION
JOHN MACK BROWN

1 DAY! TUESDAY ONLY, NOV. 20

GUM BOOTS
SIZES 1 TO 6

"BORN
YESTERDAY"

MAI

SATURDAY, NOV. 17

IF YOU DON'T ENJOY

Yes, we feel so keenly that you and your family will enjoy it, that
we make the above guarantee!

•

50

BOY'S

Calvert Watches

‘.

OVER THE SHOE
BOOTS
CHILD'S
MISSES'
LADIES'

Julian McCalny, of Dalton, Ga.,
Billy Slack, of Gainesville, Ga.,
Jim Hayes, Bluefield, W. Va.,
Billy Bryan, of Nashville, and
Fred Taylor,' all students at Vanderbilt, spent the weekend with
Fred's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rumsey E. Taylor, Locust street.
Miss Catherine Roper spent
the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper, Hopkinsville street.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Berry,
of Waterloo, Ia., were guests this
week of Miss Joan Berry and her
farther, Mr. Joseph 'Berry.
Bob Murray was in Cincinnati
on business last weekend.

YOUR MONEY BACK

IPS
MITCHUM of
RUSSELL

2 L, "deep-C-diver",
/
912M-17J, 111
WATER. RESISTANT, luminous dial
and hands, sweep second, Incabloc
shockproof, chromium top, steel back
$27.50

domed
772M-17J, 84 L, how.),stainless
crystal, 10 Id. R.G.P. case,
steel back $32.50

WALKER'S DRUGS
& JEWELRY
Princeton, K_y. Dial 3211

HOLLIDAY • William HOLDEN • Broderick CRAWFORD
3 - Laugh-filled Days & Nights- 3

WED-THUR-FRIeif NOV. 21-22-23

George RAFT
Coleen GRAY
with MARGOT RASA • CHARM GOIONIR
Added Enjoyment!
CARTOON COMEDY and SPORTS REVIEW
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At The Churches
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. in.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. in. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:90.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PAESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 am. Sunday School
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
6:00 p. in. Youth Meeting
7:00 p. m. Worship Service
WEDNESDAY
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
OGDEN 1VIETHODLST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Yniiih Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
FIRST BAPTIST
11. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
8:15 p.m. Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:90 p. m.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, EARLINGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSPITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Saturday at 7:30 p. in.

News From The Past
August 27, 1929. Mr. R. S.
Gregory, of Greenville, is now in
charge of the local K. U. office
as manager, having succeeded Mr.
Niles Jackson, of Dawson, as
manager in this city and county.
• • •
August 30, 1929. Last Thursday
night enroute from an auto trip
home front Clay, Mrs. Hugh Carney, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Carney,
Mrs. Bedie Harmon and daughters, of this city, were found in an
unconscious condition on the roadside near Madisonville. They
were poisoned from eating ice
cream but all are recovering satisfactorily.

"THE WAY OUT
OF THE DARK"
These selections are among the greatest
from the Bible.
Psolrns 116
Thanksgiving, Nov. 22
Psalms 139
23
Psalms 23
24
Psalms 34
Sunday, Nov. 23
Psalms 16
26
Dovtoronomy 5:1-24
27
Joshua 1
NI
Isaiah SS
19
Micah 611.15,
30
Matthow 25
Saturday, Dm. 1
'John 1:1.17
Sunday, Om. 2
John 3
3
Matthew 5:1-26
4
Matthew 5:2741
Matthew 6
Matthew 7
7
Lot. 111:1.21
•
Universal Bible
Psalms 111:1.16
Sunday, Ott 9
John 14
10
John IS
11
licik• 1511-32
12
Eplussians 4
13
II Timothy 2
14
Revelation 22
15
Romans 12
Sunday, Dot. 16
1 Corinthians 13
/7
1 Corinthians 15:144
IS
19
1 Corinthians 15:3541
Galatians 6
20
Philippians 4:143
21
James 1
22
WM 21.20
Sunday, Dec. 23
Matthew 1:16.25
24
Matthew 2:1.1i
Christmas, Dot 25

lti.he Bible reading • daily practice. if
you with to continue Bible reading it.
1952, speak to your minister, write yowl.
denominational beadquorters or request
•copy of "Daily Bible Readings...1p2'
(C1-139) from the
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, DEPT. 1.1
450 Park Avow,rke Yct JJ,

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
FREDONIA BAPTIST
a. m.
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
Services every Sunday. 11:00
Morning Worship 11 a. in.
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. in.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday, Training Union 8:30 p.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
7 p.
FREDONI% CUMBERLAND
PENTICOSTAL HOLINESS
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. in.
Young People's Service 6:00
Preaching each first and third
p.m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Evangelistic Service 7 p.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
prayer
Wednesday evening
service 700 p.m.
FREDONIA FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Ralph McConnell, pastor
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
Preaching services every second and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
and 7 p. m.
202 West Locust Street
Prayer meeting every ThursLige Cook, Minister
day night at 7 p. m.
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Sunday school every Sunday
Preaching and communion each
morning at 10 a. m.
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Training Union 6 p. m.
Evening service 7:00 13- m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Rev. 0. G. Priddy, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
Services every Sunday
Morning Worship, 11 a. in.
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.
Preaching 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Training Union 6:00 p. m.
Prayer meeting every WednesEvening service 7:00 p. m.
day at 7:45 p. m.. followed by
choir rehearsal.

EDDY CREEK BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Preaching each first and third
Sunday,11:00 am. and 7:15 p.m.
Sunday School every Sunday
10:00 a. m.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday preceding first and third Sun-

LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
!Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Saturday
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. m.
Sunday School aiel0 a.m. and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 2:30 p. m.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Rev. Wade Cunningham, Pastor
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Services every Sunday, 11:00
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
10:00 a. m.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Prayer service, Wednesday
(Second-Fourth 'Sundays)
7;00 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m. Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, pastor
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Shirley DeBell, Minister
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Ed Young, Supt.
Morning Service-11:00 a. in.
Training Union-8:30 p. m.
Everett Hogan, Director
Evening Service-7:30 p. m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday7:00 v. m.
Attend the church where you
will receive a cordial welcome.
SECOND BAPTIST
Rev. H. D. Knight, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship 11 a. m.
Train/nit Union 6 p. m.
Iltodatesday sank* 7 p. m.

Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
a. m.
Prayer service Wednesday,7:16
P. Tn.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Rev. Carroll Yarbrough, Pastor
Sunddy School every Sunday,
9:45 a. in.
Worship Service every Sunday,
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. in.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
P. m•
MT. OLIVET GENERAL
BAPTIST
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Regular services every fourth
, Sbemier Sabool 70:00 a. m. every Sunday.

August 30, 1929. The city council met in regular session Monday night and adopted it resolution whereby court square will
be paved, that Is the East and
West sides and Market street,
the south side having already been
so treated.
• • •
September 6, 1929. E. M. McCaslin and Conway Lacey went
to Kuttawa Thursday morning
and brought back 28 pounds of
cat and buffalo fish which was
distributed among their friends.
• • •
September 10, 1929. Mr. R. B.
Taylor received the signal honternational at the convention at
Crab Orchard Springs.
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September.
17,.f929. H. C. Newsom's Spanish • onions were
awarded the Blue Ribbon Prize
at the State Fair exhibit last
week in Louisville. The onions
or of reelection to the LieutenantGovernorship of the KentuckyTennessee Division of Kiwanis In.
were grown by Mrs. Thomas
Tosh, of Crider.
• • •
September 24, 1929. An unique
contest will be held in front of
Clifton Hollowell's Corner Drug
Store at 4 o'clock Friday. The
unique event will be a Yo-Yo
contest and prizes will be given
to best, second best and fanciest
Yo-Yoer.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Over 300
delegates are attending the 8th
Louisville Annual Conference in
session at the Odgen Memorial
Methodist Church.
• • •
September 27, 1929. Butler High
Grid Notes. We like Princeton's
red headed side of the line, Cotton Harrelson, Bob Pritchard and
Joby Loftus. This side has yet
to give an inch of ground to the
opposition and from the way they
fight, it is apt to be some time before such an occurrence takes
place.

Health Supplement
Gives Details Of
Public Services
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
Presenting an accurate picture
of public health services rendered
by the state and local health departments in Kentucky, the Statistical Supplement to "Public
Health in Kentucky, 1949-50" is
ready for distribution.
The Supplement shows that
during that fiscal year a total of
402,890 immunizations were given. These innoculations undoubtedly prevented many hundreds of
cases of such diseases as diphtheria, whooping cough and
smallpox.
The report further shows that
mass x-rays of 222,775 persons revealed 3,041 persons infected with
tuberculosis. Almost 50 per cent
of these cases, or 1,504, were in
the early stages when treatment
is more effective and cure is more
easily accomplished.
New cases of syphillis found as
a result of case-finding programs
totaled 3,418 during the period,
according to the report.
Other statistics of general interest include: 11,118 patients
seen in 744 cancer clinics; 72,626
visits of sanitarians to food handling establishments; 37,534 persons who saw health films, and
51.094 workers covered by industrial health services.
Copies of the Statistical Supplement may be obtained from
your local health department or
from the Kentucky State Department of Health, 620 South Third
Street, Louisville 2, Kentucky.

There is a way out of the deep darkness that engulfs the
world; it is the way of the Bible, the way of light.
The sweet Singer of Israel found this way and exclaimed,"Thy
word is a lamp unto my feet and a light unto my path." The
prophet Isaiah knew of it when he told the Israelites, 'The Lord
shall be unto thee an everlasting light, and thy God thy glory."
The Bible has been God's Pillar of Fire to lead men and nations
out of darkness into light. The chaotic blackness of the Augustan
Age was shattered by the Light which came out of Israel in fulfillment of the Scriptures. In this light new faith and hope were
born.
The darkness of the Middle Ages disappeared in the brightness of the Renaissance and the Reformation when the leaders
of men searched the Scriptures and found the Light of God.
Every great revival of spiritual religion has cleared the mists
from human eyes and lighted man's way to peace.
The darkness that envelops the world today will roll away
on the wings of the morning when men and nations turn back
to the Bible and back to God.
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McConnell Electric Co.
DIAL MI

Wadlington Service Sta.

Mitchell Bros. Plumbing

Princeton Tire &

STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2301

& Heating Company

Recapping Co.

Princeton, Ky.

Complete Tire Service
teed Recapping and
Vulcanizing
PHONE 2819 211 N. HARRISON

Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Inc.

Ci

PRINCETON, KY.

B. N. Lusby
132 E. MAIN

DIAL 3141

Citizens Ice Company
Steger Lumber Company
"From a splinter to a carload"

Gardner White

PHILCO APPLIANCES
Phone 2707

--

Princeton, Ky.

PHONE 2061-2062

Coleman & Son
General Blackamithing & Welding
AI Washington - Princeton, K.

PRINCETON, KY.

Rowland Motor Co.
STOLEN FURS CAUSE
FURY . ..
But what good does It do to get
mad after losing your fur coat
to a thief? That won't buy
another coat . . . but our insurance will. Call us on fur
coat insurance.

Kentucky Utilities Co.
PRINCETON, KY.

Washington & Jefferson
DIAL 3075

Phase 2558

PRINCETON, KY.

Bodenhamer Cleaners
204 E. MAIN

DIAL 3711

Stevens Chevrolet Co
SALIM & SERVICE
Dial 3506

Hobby's Garage
0. Box 231

Bodge-Plytasouth-Sales-Servios

Hollowell's
114 E. MAIN

Furniture
DIAL 3070

Beltone Hearing Service
0. A. Roland, Distributor
Hearing Aid - Batteries all Makes
PRINCETON, KY. III Kentucky Ave., Paducah, 111

John M. Wisdom Stave Mill
DIAL 3534

Pima olus

V•

This Series of Ads is Being Published Each Week in The Princeton Leader As A Public
Service By The Following Business Establishments:

NI W. MARKET

Emu -atmplete e
lot
Mu sae- includt
enilessoonsi Oast

11141
5-10
1-4

ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY

The University of Colorado is
the only new corner to the Michigan State football schedule this
fall.
Alfonso (Chico) Carrasquel,
shortstop for the Chicago White
Sox, is a cousin of Alex Carrasquel, one-time hurler for the
Washington Senators and the
White Sox,

THE CHURCH
FOR ALL ...
ALL FOR THE
This Church is
CHURCH
the, greenest
the
factor

2075
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school changes when his daugh- reader, an arithmetic, a speller, a
ter, Jane, started to school this geography and a copy book. Toyear.
ddy 'there are a number of books
Even this difference does not in each of these categories. They
give the full contrast. In 1890, are written in words children use
St. Joseph, Mo. — Ninety books the five books of Out first three frequently and are based on exDallas — An Englishman who
died two years ago was indirectly are used as texts by children in grades were used even in the periences every child has. The
responsible for the development the first three school grades here higher grades. Today, the 90 vol- children comprehend them quickof a protective device which ap- compared with five in • 1890. umes are only the start. School ly.
pears destined to find general George L. Blackwell, superintend- libraries are used to supplement
In addition, there are hdoks on
ent of schools, checked up on reading and other text books. science, music:safety, health, art,
use in football.
The St. Joseph school system has
writing and social science.
The Englishman, a farmer near for Jesuit High in Dallas;
they 52,000 books available to school
independence, La., asked Dr. M. were for two players who wore children.
The modern books have more
T. Marietta, is dentist, to fashion glasses.
pictures, larger type and are betIn
addition
there
are
many
vishim a plastic nose. The man had
adapted to the child, BlackCoach Ray George of Texas ual and audio aids today. They ter
suffered a disease that had desSchool terms are
take the place of the slate which well thinks.
A.
M.
quite
and
is
enthusiastic
troyed his nose.
longer and the child absorbs
was
the
only
the
is
about
mask,
of
which
device
comparable
made
LIVE MODEL USED
more.
used 60 years ago.
Dr. Marietta prevailed upon an- transparent plexiglass and, while
nose
the
and
protecting
teeth,
The
five 1890 books were a Try A Leader Classified Ad!
other resident of Independence
to be his model. The man, like does not obstruct the vision. "The
the patient, was tall, thin and mask overcomes the tendency of
hollow-cheeked. The dentist made the football player to lower his
a mold of the man's face and head," says George. "That should
then formed a crude plastic mask reduce the number of injuries reto be attached to the Englishman's ceived by players who drop their
tackle."
face with metal hooks fitting in- heads when they
Dr. Marietta has turned his
side the cheek bones.
The Englishman was content home into a mask factory. He has
with the results of the experiment made as many as 53 in one day
and wore his false nose until he and now has a large supply on
hand.
died.
The dentist actually started deDr. Marietta now resides in
ROAST CHICKEN FOR CPL. ULRICH: Wearing a gay hat and Dallas and lately has moved to veloping the mask in 1947 when
paper Hawaiian lei, Cpl. Nelson Ulrich eats roast chicken at a fes- develop the face mask. Last year Lex Cook, coach of the Dallas
tive party at Walter Reed Army hospital in Washington. Near he fitted Bob Smith, Texas A. and hockey team, asked him to make
him is one of the members of the "52 Association" of New York M. football star, with one for pro- one for a player who had suffered
City that came to feed and entertain the soldiers. Ulrich, from tection of his broken jaw suffer- a broken nose.
Ephrata, Pa., lost both hands in Korea. The "52 Association" is ed in the Baylor game in mid- CONTRIBUTION TO FOOTBALL
a group of New York business and professional people who give season. This year the entire TexOccasionally, as the word
time and money to see that "the wounded shall never be forgot- as A. and M. football team has spread around athletic circles, Dr.
ten." (AP Wirephoto)
been fitted out with the masks to; Marietta would receive another
When Lindy Berry, Texas
COMBATTING CORN INSECTS protection of the nose and teeth. order.
As soon as Dr. Marietta learned Christian quarterback, broke his
—
(AP)
—
Ia.
Des Moines,
of the broken jaw sustained by jaw during the 1949 season, Dr.
Those persons familiar with the Drake University's famed half- Marietta offered to make a mask
problem of insects in stored corn back Johnny Bright, he dispatch- for him. He devised one which
believe that considerable amounts ed two of his special masks to Coach L. R. Meyer of TCU terms
"a fine contribution to football."
player.
The Junior play was well at- of fumigant could be saved and the
So now Dr. Marietta is in the
virtually
been
has
Dr.
Marietta
by
avoided
spraying
of
chore
the
the
was
tended Friday night. It
mask making business. He has oborand
inquiries
with
deluged
corn.
stored
of
stirring
some
doing
first appearance of most of the
Dr. Harold Gunderson, extension ders. The University of California, tained a United States patent and
cast.
entomologist at Ames, told bin used 30; Tulane University, sev- is applying for international patCoach Nickell accompanied his
inspectors to stir the top of the en; Commerce, Tex., High, 21; ents,
team to Dawson Springs Thurscorn in their bins. If that is done, Hardin-Simmons University, six. Some day, the dentist's mask
day night to scout the Dawsonthe insect population will be dis- A high school in. Marblehead, may be standard equipment for
Drakesboro game.
tulbed and, with cold weather Kass., ordered one tc protect the football players and other athMr. and Mrs. James Goodaker coming up, the insects will be- face of a star player. Bill Rippey, letes participating in sports where
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
visited school Friday. James, a come inactive and die during the Southern Methodist player, has the danger of facial and head inmember of the class of '49, has winter.
one. Dr. Marietta produced two juries is prevalent.
been in service since that time
and has been stationed in North
Carolina where they reside. Mrs.
Goodaker, the former Patsy Kennedy, was a member of the Junior class of '51.
The next two home games ,for
the Yellow Jackets will be with,
Dawson Springs on November 13
and Charleston on November 27.
The FHA members visited the
County Home for the Aged on
Wednesday of the past week. A
short program was rendered and
gifts were presented.
A demonstration on tie use of
cosmetics was given for the
Horne Economics department on
Friday afternoon by Mrs. Aaron
Horning.

New Face Mask For
Gridders Invented

coals. The first Thanksgiving pie
was made when the women cooked some of their dried fruits in
dough cases.
They had wine which they had
made from wild grapes, and beer.
A shortage of beer had been an
important reason for their settlAtt with, they had 90 ing in what is now Massachusetts
guests. Th ey had instead of Virginia where they
,eall feast to celebrate had intended to go. One Pilgrim
.irvest and to give pournal explains — "for we could
iheir little community not now take time for further
hatd times. Months search or consideration, our vichad taken their toll. tuals being much spent, especially
been many deaths, but our beery."
One feature of the celebration
ssw hope ahead. Full
will they asked Massa- was a big hit with the children.
idly Indian, and his That was the popcorn the Indians
brought along. They popped it in
attend the feast.
a big pan and then poured maple
STOLE SHOW
Ht showed up with 90 syrup over it. It was messy, but
cre were twice as good and the children chewed on
,ns as Pilgrims. But it for three days.
had brought along EASY 'FABLE MANNERS
In those days the children did
, hich were a big help.
a week to get rea- not have so many table manners
'all they started they to watch. They had no napkins,
three days. Ther e forks or even plates. They did
five mature women have some knives to cut the meat
* girls to do the cooking. and some wooden spoons.
The Indians joined them in
wag hunting. Gov. Wit.ford and four men races and jumping contests. And
Iany wild turkeys as the redmen had archery contests
so fishermen came in in which they showed off their
:ants and oysters. The skill. The white men banged
picked wild cranber- away with their guns and played
tunes on bugles, to the amaze. Hes and grapes.
ment of their red friends. Miles
THEIR BEER
of the cooking was done Standish got an ovation when he
,aen The birds were marched his little group of solspits. the sea food on diers up and down the clearing.
are wondering
big Thanksgiving
go in the oven• and
i v will be enough to
ou have invited,
41Vi• a thought to the
the first Thanksgiving
u

MOW

Fredonia High
School Brevities

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
in
Princeton

Nutri-Tonic is the same matchless
permanent formerly supplied only
to beauty salons Used for millions
of permanents priced to $20 and up.
Now available for home use.

P

Nutri Tonic's patented OIL Creme
base lets you wave much faster
safely. Creates curls of unrivaled
soft naturalness. Helps relieve
dryness. Makes hair gleam.

ALL
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THERE'S THIS MUCH PATENTED
OIL CREME BASE IN NUTRI-TONIC

emu - -c,p!e;e e.cept
to; ceders $1.25
at air — including 2 sues
Ingess+onal piastre curlers $2.25

MUSIC IN HER TOES
Los Angeles — (AP) -- A 9year-old girl, who can't hear music because she's deaf, has become
a proficient tap dancer nonetheless. Her mother says she feels
the music through her toes.
The girl's mother, Mrs. Don
Rodgers, said little Elaine made
the discovery by accident. 'A
record player was on and she
suddenly fel t the vibrations
through a wooden floor. She let
out an exclamation, pointed to
the machine, then to her ears
and feet."
Elaine joined a dancing class
and is one of the star pupils.

To introduce you to Nutri-Tonic
loveliness, here's something
very special. You get DeLuxe Set
plus one extra permanent.in
factory-packed combination unit,
for only $225 plus tax.

•

Isar
Ian
54,

for the price of 1

000 DRUG STORE
Princeton, Ky.

ne 2075

when you trade in
your old refrigerator!

Purses have been increased for
eight of Hialeah race track's 15
stake races for next year.
There were only four twominute trotting miles during 1950.
There were 22 two-minute miles
credited to pacers.

Don't wait any longer to 13esz
your new Frigidaire Refrigerator! Get rid of your old
worn-out, troublesome ris.
frigerator—and get the ad
vantages of Frigidaire SAFE
COW,EXTRA ROOMINESS
and TOP QUALITY.

o.
Irvice

FASTEST SELLING COMMANDER

and

and look at these famous
Frigidaire Features!

In Studebaker history!
AREISON

&

•Super-Freezer for nearly
16 lbs. frozen food

eIding
ton, Kl•

I&

T.

F/RST8 /N
GAS MILEAGE

Save gas! It's designed for
sparkling power plus thrift!

IN MOBIWAS ECONOMY RUN

Save repair bills! Ws
amazingly wear-resisting!
A thrill-packed performer
engine
Far-advanced V-8
needs no premium fuel!
werrelers'
A frevesevie Drivel &ens r

In the 1951 Mobilo°, Economy
Run, a Studebaker Commander
v-8 led all other competing
eights In actual miles per oallonl
a.••••• toot, ••••
,."....kl,•••101•0•1
•
,
Ifs."‘•

-

lot

•• eloSeh pailI Retro out

Co.
Robinson Impl. I Motor
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2053

• Double-Easy Quickube
Ice Trays
Exclusive Meter-Miser
Mechanism
• Lifetime Porcelain
Interior

won* If

Phone 2091

W. Market Street

•4 full-width, rust-resisting
Shelves
• One-piece, all-steel
cabinet
•Deep, handy Cold-Storage
Tray
• Adjustable Cold-Control
0 5-Year Protection Plan en
the sealed-in mechanism

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
FOR

CHRISTMAS PURCHASES

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
DIAL 3211

PRINCETON, KY.

Classified Ads
AUTOMATIC GAS WATER
HEATERS: "Reddy Hot". 5-year
guarantee. $98.00. Citizens Ice
19-2tc
Co.
STOKER SERVICE: On any
make, replacement parts &
controls on short notice. Phone
19-2te
2707, Citizens Ice Co.

4M•400•WWIMin,i0Mr...M.0/MPLI00.04E....W.M......0.010.001.401=WNEWO•VIN041.0001•040*,4•••040•Wia .0•0•••••••.••••••••ro4m..

Red Front Stores
HEN TURKEYS, Small 8 to 12 Pound Average
59c
pound
fresh,fully dressed
REGULAR HAMS,Evans 10 to 12 Pound Average
55c
pound
PEACHES, Sunshine in heavy syrup
4/
19 oz. can 27e
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
20 oz. can 28c
4/
FRUIT COCKTAIL, LibhY
27 az. can 28e

1

4/

$11.4

S1"
$100

PEAS, Hearthstone
16 oz. can 14c

I SAUER KRAUT, Scott County
19 oz. can 10c
VEGETABLE SOUP.
Z2 oz. can

$1"

1.2/

$1"

Big BOY
11(

CHERRIES, Butter Cup, red sour
1
2c
.... 5/
pitted 19 oz. can 22/
PEARS, Hunt's
15 oz. can 29c

4/

GREEN BEANS, &eke*
19 oz. can 131
/
2e

Si

NAVY BEAgS, choice hand picked
10 lbs
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
104 os. can 10c

$1."

$1"

$1"

St
"

12/

CRANBERRY SAUCE,Olean SPIV
7 es. can

$1
"

10(

KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine, 1 lb. pkg.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

I

I

BANANAS, large fancy ripe
pound

143(

PHUiCO. Home freezers and I
electric ranges. Good buys in
all 1951 models. See them before you buy at the Citizens
MALt HELP WANTED. Reliable
19-2te
Ice Co., Cadiz street.
man with car wanted to call
on farmers in Caldwell Coun- FOR THE LADIES who do sewty. Wonderful opportunity. $10
ing we have six inch Tolon
to $20 In a day. No experience
zippers at 10c each. United FurPermanent.
required.
or capital
niture Mfg. Co., Dawson Road,
COMWrite today. McNESS
20-2tc
phone 3766.
Ill.
Freeport,
PANY, Dept. A,
19-2tp FOR THE BUSINESS MAN, we
have filing cabinet folders at
GAS BATH HEATERS: 10,000 B. $1.30 per hundred. United FurT. U. $4.95. Phone 2707, Citiniture Mfg. Co., Dawson Road,
20-2tc
19-2tc
phone 3766.
zens Ice Co.

APPLES, Turley Winenaps, U. S:No. 1
3 pounds

IIINNINO M1~
veldt IIINCII

80

es Howto
ed Presid
County 4-H'

PRINCETON RADIO SALES & FOR SALE: 4-room bouse with
SERVICE: 203 N. Harrison. In
bath, full size basement, concrete garage. Practically new.
rear of Russell's Jewelry
Shop. F.M., A.M., Auto Radios, See it after 4 p. m. at 514 Maple avenue. Pauline Head. 20-1tp
Automatic record changers repaired. All work guaranteed.
NOTICE: I will not be responsible for any debt contracted by
any person other than myself.
BROADCAST: Tune in on local
20-1tp
Gayle McCarty.
station WPKY at 1:45 p. in. Saturday, November 17, and hear
FOOD SALE: Eddy Creek Homethe Western vs Murray
makers at old Post Office
football game, which will be
building, Monday, November
brought to you through the co19, beginning at 11 o'clock.
operation of the Steger Lumber
Homemade cakes and pies.
Company and the AshlandDressed chickens and fresh
Aetna Sports network. Steger
20-1te
eggs.
19-Tte
Lumber Co.
FOR SALE: Used washing maFOR SALE: At Leader office,
chines; gas range; electric
Remington Rand Duplicator
ranges. McConnell Electric
ink, stencil, correction fluid,
Company, 205 West Market
typewriter ribbon, carbon papstreet. Phone 2091.
20-1te
er, also Remington Rand typewriters and adding machine. JUST RECEIVED: Shipment of
beautiful line of corduroy sport
WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
coals in brown, green, wine.
shampoo for home use try
Wood Brothers, phone 3236,
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
Princeton.
20-1tc
your head in our business
45-tfe FARM FOR RENT: 160 acres 31
/
2
miles from Princeton. For furWATCH MAKING: All makes and
ther information call or see
models; clocks, jewelry repairB usch Cummins Insurance
ed. All work. guaranteed. Chas.
Agency, 106 E. Court Square,
"Pete" Russell, certified watchPrinceton. Phone 2825. 20-1tp
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
33-tle

Administrator's Notice
LOOK: It is self service and free
All persons holding claims
parking at The Ideal Food Mar- against the estate of Floyd Young,
ket.
45-tfc deceased, are requested to preor beFOR SALE: Porter paints for the sent same for payment on
properly
inside or outside of your house fore December 8, 1951,
knowing
or barn or other outbuildings. proven, and all persons
the estate
See Hodge Motor Sales & Impl. themselves indebted to
forward and
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street. will please come
before Decem45-tfc settle same on or
ber 8, 1951.
Mrs. Cymbeline Young, AdSAVE THE IDEAL WAY: Shop
ministrator, Estate of Floyd
at The Ideal Food Market. 45-tfc
19-3tp
Young.
PHILCO RADIOS: $19.95 up.
Citizens Ice Co. 225 Cadiz
street.
19-2tc
FOR RENT: Two unfurnished
apartments. Call 2550.
19-tfc

president of the
ty ,4-1:1 Clubs at an
.aurcoinungtany
at the Capitol
jamesR.
17,
, November

LOANS: $300 to $500. J. E.
Stuart, Finance, Hill Building,
1281
/
2 E Main street
19-tfc

agent.
electe.
:d
.,and
..officers
andt
Helen
r.
1egtetarirus
yn werewinners
. 101
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5 PIECE Vinare SET

tics ot ewer.

A beauty that fits in your budget! Rugged, burn- and stain rtsistaat
top measures 30" z 42" closed, 30" x 52" extended. Chairs haw
famous Masland Duran upholstery. just wipe with a dump desk
and it's all sparkling clean!

$69.95 MORGAN'S
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
FURNITURE DEALERS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
NIGHT 3495
PHONE 2035

1L iCTPIC TY

RECENT NATIONWIDE POLL
BY OPINION RESEARCH
CORPORATION SHOWS
THAT MOST AMERICANS TODAY
WANT THEIR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
To COME FROM LOCAL BUSiNESS-mANAGED
COMPANIES -- NOT FROM THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT. HERE ARE SOME
,
REASONS WHY AMERICANS
1.
FEEL THAT WAY.

Never was there an oasfor contost to enter .1.. and when you
come in for your FREE entry blanks you can enter not one Croaky
`”American Way" Contest but two ...the National Contest and
this store's own Contest which has its own separate extra prize of a
$300 Crosley Gift Certificate for the winner, and $100 in cash to
the church or charity named by winner.

NEEDS
3EFEN5E
1
ROT/PEOPLE WANT
UNNECESSARY GOVERNMENT
SPENDING STOPPED TO
`. SAVE THEIR TAX DOLLARS
A FOR AMERICAS DEFENSES.

THAT' WHAT

PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT OwNING AND
OPERATING THE ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND POWER
BUSINESS

VHE FEDERAL POWER
PROGRAM INCLUDES BUILDING
COSTLY TRANSMISSION LINES THAT
WOULD DUPLICATE THE LINES OF
BUSINESS-MANAGED COMPANIES
AMERICANS SAY,*LET NOT
WASTE MANPOWER,MONEY
AND MATERIAL ON
SOCIALISTIC POWER
PROJECTS,
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(fOR NEARLY 40 YEARS KENTUCKY
UTILITIES COMPANY HAS BEEN
MEETING THE ELECTRIC NEEDS OF
ITS OPERATING AREA. SINCE 1947
IT HAS MORE THAN DOUBLED ITS
GENERATING CAPACITY. PLANNED
ADDITIONS WILL ADD NEARLY A
BILLION AND A HALF KILOWATT
HOURS A YEAR MORE BY 1954.
ONLY A SHORTAGE OF MATERIALS
CAN MOLD UP THIS PROGRAM.

*The term "church or recognised charity," as used herein, means a church or charity
which is exempt from taxation wider Section 101 (6) of the Internal Revenue Code.

boys leadership;
w, farm labor;
swine. Winners
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190UBLED IN 5YEARS!

Easy to enter! Nothing to buy! Como in now!

Ann Wood, cloth
Traylor, foods
canning; B et t
baby beef; J.
, girls junior
Cynthia Ashby, g.,
a.

and Lewist. •
composed the
at the met tin

EAT WASTE

—over $2,000,000 in prizes. Try for the double first prize: $10,000 in cash for the winner and
$10,000 additional to the church or recognized charity* named by winner. Next 10 prizes
$1,000 cash to each of 10 winners and $1,000 cash to the church or charity named by each
winner.Next 990 prizes are Croaley Gift Certificates ranging in value from $25 to $500 each!
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•Table Top is rectangular Consowelci plastic
•Table Legs are braced with flare at bottom

M ER I CA NS
SOC AL Z

FREE SUNBEAM ELEC. IRON:
With the purchase of one
White Wary, Electric Washer at
regular price of $99.95. Citizens
Ice Co., Cadiz street.
19-2tc

WANT TO BUY: 200 cedar fence
posts. Call 3939, Princeton, Ky.
20-1tc
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